
PRESIDENT’S
MESSAGE

Welcome to the President’s
Corner.

Our elections are over and the
following new officers will

assume duties as of 1 January 2014:
President -- John “Boy” Watson
Vice-President -- Billy Christie
Secretary -- Gene Kovacs
NW Trustee – Ron Childers
SE  Trustee – Lisa Anne Conner

Congratulations and thanks for volunteering to
continue our dynamic organization.

Please note the CHANGE OF VENUE for our
ANNUAL CONFERENCE.  THE CONFERENCE
WILL BE HELD ON THE GROUNDS OF THE
HILTON OCALA. See Kirk’s letter and registration
information inside for details.  Thanks Kirk for making
this work!

The FABA Board of Directors  will meet at the
Hilton restaurant from noon to 1pm on Friday, Oct. 11.

A long range planning committee has been estab-
lished to search for a “permanent home” for our FABA
conferences.  If you have ideas, please let me know.

New Members: Joshua (Tom & Donna) Hames of
Summerfield and Richard Wright of Dunnellon.

I’ll see you at the conference!
Jerry Wolfe

Conference Packing List: Safety Glasses
Closed Toe Shoes   Items for Auction
Cotton Clothes   Candle Holder to Trade
Iron in the Hat   Hammer and Tongs!

FABA
ANNUAL CONFERENCE

OCTOBER 11-13, 2013

HILTON OCALA
3600 SW 36TH AVE.
OCALA, FL 34474

DEMONSTRATORS

ROBERTA ELLIOTT
ELSA FANTINO

HEATHER MCLARTY

FOR CONFERENCE INFORMATION
AND TO REGISTER

SEE INSIDE AND
HTTP://FABACONFERENCE.ORG

FAMILY REGISTRATION IS $45
IF POSTMARKED BY SEPTEMBER 30

$55 OCTOBER 1

OCTOBER, 2013

Florida Artist Blacksmith Association                                                                 Established May 18, 1985



The calendar includes events of interest to the blacksmithing community. The regions have no boundaries - everyone is welcome everywhere. Come
to more than one if you can. We hold regular meetings in each region on the following Saturdays of each month: NE-1st, NW-2nd, SE-3rd, SW-4th
except for quarterly Statewide meetings. The actual dates vary so check the schedule below. Our meetings are informal gatherings around the forge.
Prospective members are always welcome. Come for all or any part of a meeting, bring your tools or just watch. Most meetings run from 9 AM to 4 PM
and you’ll want to bring a bag lunch if not otherwise noted. If you have any questions about meetings, please contact the Regional
Coordinators:

Northeast Region Bob Jacoby 904-613-2626 bobjacoby@bellsouth.net
Northwest Region Billy Christie 850-421-1386 chriswoodforge@embarqmail.com
Southeast Region Ed Aaron 561-748-9824 edaaron9824@bellsouth.net
Southwest Region Lisa Anne Conner 813-977-3743 MelisandeAubrey@hotmail.com

Calendar of Events

NE Region Will Meet Oct.  5
Pioneer Settlement, Barberville

NW Region WILL NOT Meet in
October.  See you at the Annual
Conference!

SE Region WILL NOT Meet in
October.  See you in Ocala!

SW Region WILL NOT Meet in
October.    On to Ocala!

REGIONAL REPORTS
NE - SEPTEMBER

Another spectacular day Blacksmithing on September 7th at the
Pioneer Arts Settlement in Barberville (www.pioneersettlement.org).
Over 30 smiths and guests attended for what turned out to be a very
festive day. In addition to our scheduled FABA meeting the Settlement
was hosting its End of Summer Open House; its First Saturday
[musician] Jam; its 4th Annual Chili Cook-Off; and the Barberville
Family Farm Swap & Market which takes place on the first and third
Saturday of each month.

Steve Estenson forged a spoon-carving knife out of horseshoe
stock supplied by Lester Hollenback (who turned 91 years old on
August 24th). The horseshoe
stock measured ½” X ¼” with a
bevel rolled into one of the wide
sides. It worked perfectly for the
carving knife, which requires a
bevel on the back in order to scoop wood out of the concave area of
the spoon. The stock, which was probably manufactured over 50 years
ago, is particularly desirable because it is high-carbon steel and readily
heat-treatable [and naturally no longer available!]. Jesse Berguson took
the knife back to his shop where he will finish-grind and heat treat it.
 Next month, (October 5th at Barberville), Jesse and Steve will
forge a spoon carving knife out of garage door torsion spring which we
think is air-hardening A1 steel.

Finally, Journeyman Knifemaker Ronnie Fowler and grandson
Dillon Luke brought along several knives for show and tell. Ronnie
has been making knives for over 25 years and, according to the
American Bladesmith Society’s website americanbladesmith.com  the
Journeyman Smith title is reserved for those who can “make a knife
that will not only perform to a remarkable level, but will exhibit a level
of fit, finish and design that is among the best in the world.”

We’re all fortunate to have a group of talented, interesting friends
who are willing to share their knowledge and expertise!

See you next month!
 Bob Jacoby

SEE PG. 6 FOR
CONFERENCE MAP
AND DIRECTIONS.

Hoof rasp knife by Dillon Luke.
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REGIONAL REPORTS

NW - AUGUST
     The northwest held its August meeting at Bill Adams
“Blind Hog Forge” near Havana. The meeting was in
conjunction with the Southern Bladesmith Association. We
had 45 people sign in. Bill is an outstanding host who takes the
time to get everyone’s attention, give a detailed discussion
concerning safety, and outline the planned activates of the day.
     Bill had those who wanted to smith divide into four groups.
Each group’s work station had a forge, anvil, vice, swedge
block, and tools. The group members were assigned a task of
forging a ladle and fork and soon the pounding began. They
produced some very nice utilitarian items and should be proud
of their work. Those who were not able to finish the projects
were able to take them home and finish them there.
     Other attendees were able to work on bladesmithing and
learn how to do freehand hollow core grinding of a blade from
demonstrator James Peterman. There were a number of
members who were paying close attention and trying their best
in attempting to accomplish this phase of blademaking.
      We had a wonderful lunch with hot dogs grilled by John
Boy and a good number of dishes brought by members.
  Following lunch it was time for iron in the hat conducted
by Billy with Lloyd Wheeler drawing the tickets. We had such
a large number of handmade items, along with other treasures,
that it had to rain when we were just half way through the
items. That being said, the rain stopped just as the last ticket
was pulled. The iron in the hat generated $295.00.
     We thank Bill Adams for providing such a wonderful
meeting location, James Peterman for the sharing of his talent,
all who brought items for iron in the hat and food for lunch,
and a special thank you to each of you who took the time to
support this monthly meeting.

Be Safe and Happy Hammering
                 John Boy Watson and Billy Christie

Nellie Pate called and asked us to let you know that
Hippie (Charles Pate) had kidney cancer surgery at the
VA in Gainesville. The surgery went well.  Please keep
him in your thoughts and prayers. Vi Payton

SAVE THESE DATES:
Sat Oct 19 9-5 Craftfest and Hammer-In Exhibition,

Pickers Paradise, 835 Colquitt Hwy. Bainbridge, GA
39817.  Arts & Crafts, Blacskmithing, knifesmithing,
music, food and children’s play area.  229 726 2886.

NW November 9  Tallahassee Museum of History &
Natural Science, Mike Murphy demonstrating.

NW Dec. 14  Rex & Mary Ellen Anderson, Monticello

SE - AUGUST
Our August 17 meeting was held at the Boy Scout

Camp with 10 members and 2 guests in attendance, more
that we've had in years!!! Nice to see so many new
members and willing to work.

Unfortunately, we had to spend the day moving
everything to a different location since the Scout Camp
wants to start a construction project but the only things
that had to go right away was our site. They are also
moving things and a cabin has to be demolished. We just
needed to move on our meeting day to utilize the help.
Thanks to all. We had a lot to move and disassemble.

Also had a nice lunch spread. Our group has to decide
if we want to stay at the Scout camp or move to the Fair
Ground. We can pretty much do what we want at the
camp, but no exposure except to the scouts who don't
seem interested in joining FABA. The Fair Ground, in
my opinion, is too restrictive. The older members who
have since moved away didn't want to be there because of
how the fair had changed and gotten so restrictive. Those
members are no longer in the equation and I’m the only
one that knows part of what happened out there. If we
don't remember our past, how can we improve the future?

If we do everything that the fair asks of us and meet
when they say, they will tolerate us.  We can do almost
anything at the scout camp and meet every 3rd Saturday
there. We did have some discussion today, but for the
long term, since some want to go back to the fair, we
need to come to a consensus.  Then if we stay at the
camp, do we want to go into the "boonies" where we will
really be "free to do what we want"/?????? Mull all this
over SE and have an opinion at our next meeting, or
email me.

Ed Aaron

Ivan Bailey, a Georgia artist and
teacher widely considered one of
America's greatest artistic blacksmiths,
passed away at his farm in Monticello on
Monday morning, September 9.
See:

http://www.abana.org/Obits/IvanBailey.shtml



SW - AUGUST
The SW held it’s Annual Regional Meeting at

Tandova Inc in Tampa on August 24.  About 60 people
were in attendance including a number of new black-
smiths eager to begin hammering.  We were welcomed by
hosts Lisa Anne Conner, Tandy Ecenia and Lash Oberst
and a number of other crafters.
  The order of the day was basic
classes and an open forge day
to prepare for the Annual
Meeting. Three and sometimes
four forges were kept busy all
day making candle holders, RR
spike knives and individual
projects.   The forges were
great, but Tandova’s unparalleled
equipment made all of us better
craftsmen: cutters, grinders, sanders, welders, you name
it, were set up in their own place with all necessary parts
and pads and cords.  A given for some, but amazing for
space challenged smiths like me.  I worked with 3
beginners on RR spike knives and we used 3 different
grinders and a couple of sanders like we knew what we
were doing.
 Lunch was our customary pot-luck feast and Iron in
the Hat went very well.   Thanks Lisa Anne, Tandy, Lash
and everyone who made this a great day of blacksmithing.

David Reddy

PROGRAM CHAIR’S
LETTER

Now that I can take a minute for
a deep breath, I'll fill everyone in on
the wild ride of the last two weeks.
 On Monday, 20 August, I
received the following email from the new manager of
BG Farm. I have not edited it in any way:
.Good Morning Mr. Sullen's
 I am contacting you regarding our agreement to host your FABA
event on October 11th and 12th.  Our event but have had some
maintenance issues with our cottages and they will be under
construction at this time.  We apologize for any inconvenience and
would like to recommend a local hotel less than 5 miles away for
your say.
 Hampton Inn & Suites South Ocala 2075 Southwest Highway 484,
I-75, Exit 341, Ocala, FL 34473

The RV sites are available and we can offer the grounds by the arena
to setup tents.

Again, I apologize for any inconvenience
Terry Gilchrist
General Manager

As you can see, while this tells us there was a
problem with on-site lodging (but not what the problem
WAS), there is every indication that the conference was
still a go with BG Farm. I made an appointment for
Wednesday morning, at which time I had a 5 minute (lit-
erally) meeting with Terry Gilchrist.
 She said that mold had been found in the cottages
(all three?) and they were uninhabitable, and that none of
the other accomodations on site were available to us. The
meeting was not heated, and when I left it was my under-
standing that everything about the conference was still in
place, with the exception of the on site lodging.
 I spent the rest of the day in Ocala, contacting
steel suppliers about possible conference sponsorship,
talking with the printer about the brochure, and the
Hampton Inn about additional rooms to take up the slack
created by the loss of rooms at BG. I got home feeling
like a lot had been accomplished that day.
 On Friday of that week Helen and I met with the
printer to review proofs, made our corrections, and started
for home. It was on the drive home that Gary Kemp
called to inform us of the cancellation letter from BG.
Gary emailed us a photo of the letter, which you can view
here: http://fabaconference.org/change-of-venue/
 Now, you all have EXACTLY the same amount
of explanation from BG that I have, which is none! It
makes my blood boil!
 But boiling blood, or getting back at someone, are
NOT what my job is! My job is to make a conference
happen! I contacted Central Florida College, Marion
County Livestock Pavillion (their fairgrounds), and Ocala
Hilton. We met Karl Kauffman, event director at the Hil-
ton Hotel, when we applied for the grant from Marion
County.  The Hilton has more grounds than I ever thought
a Hotel could have, and many amenities that will help
make our conference a success.  Karl is enthusiastic and
wants to help us.  He's offered us VERY favorable pricing
for the event, and room rates that are competitive with
what the Hampton Inn offered.
 After two weeks of foaming at the mouth and
nearly swallowing my tongue, things seem to be back on
track. Woo Hoo!

Kirk Sullens

It WAS just an old RR
spike!

Correction:  Blacksmith Speak quoted Dr. Skeeter
Prather as saying: “I answer all questions.”

Dr. Dr. Prather clarified:
"I respond to all questions and answer some!"

Write to me and I may misquote you too.
The Editor



Museum Project Update

    On August 24, 2013 a group of us met at the Panhandle
Pioneer Settlement and continued work on the museum
project. We had planned to meet on the 17th but on the 16th

we had to cancel due to possible rain and there was rain!
Five to six inches of rain fell that day and after the prior
work day in the rain, we were thankful for not working in the
rain again.

There were nine of us and they are as follows: Billy
Christie, Willard Smith, Skeeter Prather, Sam (from the
settlement staff), Rex Anderson, Jim (Preacher) Labolito,
Mark Stone, John Pfund, and me (John Boy).

The day was very productive in that we were able
to get the roof on the structure and the board and batten
siding installed. Doing this took all day and with the
heat, we are all thankful no one was hurt.

Just a note here, we do discuss the goals of the day and how things are to happen and job assignments prior to
starting.   We are looking at one more work day to complete the construction, then we move on to outfit the
museum.
     A BIG thank you to those nine volunteers who gave their time and talent to see this project to its conclusion.

John Boy Watson



Directions and Lodging/Camping at the FABA Conference
www.fabaconference.org
October 11-13, 2013

    Ocala Hilton

Lodging is available on-site:

Ocala Hilton Hotel.
3600 SW 36th Avenue
Ocala FL 34474
352.854.1400

Special FABA Conference room rate is $89 +tax for a single or
double room, and $105 +tax for a king suite.
Reservations at the conference rate are available by calling the
hotel at 352-854-1400. Deadline to reserve rooms at this rate is
October 5.

We also have rooms at the original event hotel:
The Hampton Inn & Suites Ocala
2075 SW Hwy 484
Ocala, FL 34473
352-347-1600
King or Two Queens $79/night
Kind Studio Suite $99/night

Camping is available:
7 minutes from the conference at Ocala RV Camp Resort. They have spaces for RV’s and tents, as well as cabin
rentals. Manager Phyllis Riddle is offering a “Manager’s Special Rate” of $30 (+ tax & electric) for RV’s and $15 for
tents for those who make reservations and mention they are with the Florida Artist Blacksmith Group.

Tent Camping is also available 20 minutes away at Florida Horse Park for only $5 per night. FHP has clean
restrooms with showers. Reservations are required. Please complete the Florida Horse Park Camping Reservation
Form, note that you are with Florida Artist Blacksmiths, and return to events@flhorsepark.com. Events director Ellen
Ettenger will email confirmation by October 1. (The RV spaces at this venue are reserved for participants in the
equestrian competition taking place there on conference weekend.)

Additional lodging options can be found at: http://www.ocalamarion.com/places-to-stay-in-ocalamarion-county.

NEW! Map NEW!
From I75, take Exit 350 for FL200 aka SW College Rd. At the
first traffic light east of the interstate, turn right (south) on SW
36 Ave. Ocala Hilton is 0.2 miles on the right.



ACTIVITIES at the FABA Conference
www.fabaconference.org
October 11-13, 2013

        Ocala Hilton
DEMONSTRATORS:
ROBERTA ELLIOTT, from Cobden, Illinois, is a blacksmith who works in an organic
style with natural themes. She will demonstrate pipe forging, and teaching a class on forge
welding on Sunday morning.

ELSA FANTINO, a bladesmith from Burgundy, France, will show us her beautiful, sometimes whimsical, organic
style of knifemaking.

HEATHER MCLARTY, from Los Angeles, California, will teach us chasing and repousse using pitch as a backing
medium. Heather will be teaching a class on forging chasing tools on Friday morning.

BLACKSMITHING CLASSES:
Classes at the conference are designed to share the basics of the craft of blacksmithing. If you learn the skills in
Classes #1 thru #3 you have all you need to go further in the craft. It’s just a matter of practice from there.

FRIDAY NIGHT FORGING CONTESTS:
Contests Friday evening for individuals and smith/striker teams to test their speed and accuracy for prizes. There will
be one team contest, and two individual forging contests. Come prepared to sweat!

SATURDAY NIGHT BANQUET ON SITE!

AUCTION: Be masterfully entertained by premier art metal auctioneer Col. Tim Ryan!

TRADE ITEM: Starting with the 2013 conference, FABA begins a tradition of a Trade Item Exchange. The
Trade Item is chosen by the conference chair and it is announced ahead of the conference date. Anyone interested can
then make the item, interpreting it through their own imaginations and skill sets. The participants bring their item to
the conference, where all Trade Items will be displayed. The names of all the participants will be placed in a “hat,”
and each will draw a name. Each participant then gets to take the item made by the person who’s name he drew.

This year’s Trade Item is a candle holder, and can be anything you want it to be, from a small votive holder to a
floor-standing candelabra! Stretch yourself Outside The Box!

FABA ORAL HISTORY PROJECT:
FABA members will be able to record their blacksmithing memories with a friend or loved one or with FABA
historians. Young or old, great endeavors or small, take the time to bring FABA to life. Opportunities for up to one-
hour interviews will be available Friday afternoon, all day Saturday, and Sunday morning. Schedule an interview
with David Reddy at editor@blacksmithing.org or 813 875 2098

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED!:   INFO@FABACONFERENCE.ORG OR 352-357-7221

DIRECTIONS TO CONFERENCE: From I75, take Exit 350 for FL200 aka SW College Rd. At the
first traffic light east of the interstate, turn right (south) on SW 36 Ave. Ocala Hilton is 0.2 miles on the right.

IRON IN THE HAT      VENDORS      TAILGATE SALES
LIMITED RV HOOKUPS    CAMPING      FAMILY ACTIVITIES

For up-to-the-minute information go to: WWW.FABACONFERENCE.ORG



Primary Registrant Name:   __________________________________________________________________________

Family Member Names:   __________________________________________________________________________

Address:    _____________________________________________________________________________________

Phone    H._ ________________________  Conference _______________________________________________

Email    _____________________________________________________________________________________

CONFERENCE REGISTRATION:

FABA Member, Full Weekend           $45  _________

Non-Member Full Weekend            $65  _________

FABA Member, One Day            $30  _________ __Friday   __Saturday   __Sunday

Non-Member, One Day             $40  _________ __Friday   __Saturday   __Sunday

Late Registration, Additional Fee if Postmarked after Sept 30     $10  _________

             Quantity:

Join/renew FABA1-year Membership      _________x  $25  _________

Additional Parking Passes        _________x   $5  _________

Saturday Night Banquet         _________x  $12  _________

Conference Tee Shirt (specify size)      _________x  $15  _________

 Unisex:   __Sm __Med __Lg __XL __2XL __3XL (add $2)

 Ladies:  __Sm __Med __Lg __XL

CLASSES:

Heather McLarty Toolmaking Class (Fri AM)    _________x  $30  _________

Roberta Elliott Forge Welding Class (Sun AM)    _________x  $30  _________

Basic Blacksmithing Classes (Select Below)

Fri AM   Basic #1     _FULL___x  $30  __xxxx___

Fri AM   Basic #3     _________x  $30  _________

Fri PM   Basic #2     _FULL___x  $30  __xxxx___

Fri PM   Basic#5     _________x  $30  _________

Sat AM   Basic#1     _________x  $30  ________

Sat AM   Basic#3     _FULL___x  $30  __xxxx__

Sat PM   Basic#2     _________x  $30  ________

Sat PM   Basic#4     _________x  $30  ________

Sun AM   Basic#4     _________x  $30  ________

Sun AM   Basic#5     _________x  $30  ________

TOTAL:         $_________

MAIL THIS FORM & CHECK/MONEY ORDER TO:  FABA CONFERENCE REGISTRAR, 1314 FERNWOOD RD, TALLAHASSEE, FL 32304

FLORIDA ARTIST BLACKSMITH ASSOCIATION 2013 CONFERENCE REGISTRATION
(Online Registration and Conference Information available twww.FABAConference.org)

Classes are being filled on
a first-received basis,
online as well as by mail.

Please indicate an
alternative class in case
your preferred section is
already full:

Basic #_________

Day _______  __AM __PM
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By Peter Ross
Illustrations by Tom Latané

Lesson Number Seven–Upsetting
Definition:
Upsetting increases the cross sectional area by
deforming existing material instead of adding
material.
Upset 1" of the end of a 1/2" square bar by 25%
(drawing offinished shape)
Intent:
The student will learn the basic principles for
upsetting the end of a bar efficiently, practice
the methods, and be able to produce accurate results.
Tools needed: basic tools only, including a square
Materials:
14" of 1/2 " square mild steel
Method:
The bar is hammered end-on. This shortens the bar
and causes it to swell where it is hot.
In order to work efficiently, the following
conditions must be
met:
1. the bar must remain straight.
2. the bar must be at a very high heat
3. the bar must be hit hard

Managing these factors is more difficult than it might
appear. This is one process where almost everything works
against you. Since hot steel bends so easily, it is very
likely for a bend to start even while striking on end.
Once even a little bend starts, almost all upsetting
ceases and the blows simply cause more bending (If you
have ever tried to drive a nail once it has bent even a
little bit, you will understand the situation).

Very little is accomplished unless the bar is at its
softest. At a medium orange heat or below, results are
almost negligible. Therefore, it is crucial to start at
the highest heat and work quickly.
As a practical example, try to make a small section of
rope swell by pushing from both ends. If you hold too
far apart, the rope will bend. It only swells when you
keep everything straight and localize the work area.
Also, compare the resistance between upsetting and
bending the rope. It will bend with much less force.
This illustrates the necessity of following the three
requirements when working steel.

Factors to consider when upsetting:
1. The size of the hammer affects the results. A
light hammer can be used faster, but since it
has less mass, the blows work only the very end
of the bar.

A heavier hammer will have a deeper effect.
If too heavy, the hammer cannot be used fast
enough; adding extra heats. For this exercise, a
hammer between 1 1/2 and 2 pounds will be
adequate.
2. The length of the heat is very important. If

too long a heat is taken, the bar will bend
rather than upset.

3. The end of the bar affects straightness. Even
though the end of the bar will deform during
upsetting, how it looks at the start is
crucial. If the end is not square to the bar
length, the first blow will cause bending.
Additional blows only exaggerate the condition.

Upsetting

Upsetting with lighter vs. heavier hammers

The finished shape

CLINKER BREAKER, OCTOBER  2013



A bar end that is out-of-square causes bending
If this continues, there is no easy way to correct the
problem. The likelihood of any smith holding and
striking the bar perfectly plumb every time (or even
once, for that matter) while working as quickly as
possible is slightly less than winning the lottery.
Most experienced smiths count on the bar bending fre-
quently. There is almost no way to prevent this. The
object is to notice bending as soon as it occurs and
correct it right away. The sooner a problem is noticed,
the simpler (and faster!) the correction can be made.
This sometimes means only one or two upsetting blows
between straightening, so the key to upsetting is to
work quickly and make constant corrections.
4. How solidly the bar is supported will determine the
effectiveness of each blow. A bar backed against the
anvil will upset much faster than one supported in
the hand.

A bar can be held in the vise for upsetting. However,
there are some serious drawbacks to this method. For one
thing, the vise will pinch the bar (especially at very
high heat) and leave scars. For another, it is awkward
to straighten a bar while it is clamped in the vise.
Proper straightening is best done at the anvil, and it
is quite slow clamping and unclamping the work every two
or three blows. Finally, the vise is an effective heat
sink, and cools the work appreciably.
5. You have the choice of holding a short bar with hot
end up or down. If down, the length of the bar absorbs
some of the blow, so less is accomplished. If the hot
end is up, the blows fall directly on the heated end,
which is good. However, it’s much harder to hold the
upper end steady if you grip at the bottom and strike
at the top. You will also get many scale burns on your
wrist. Holding the cold end up with the heated end down
on the anvil face is the best compromise.
Note: it may be tempting to use tongs to hold the bar,
enabling you to hold the hot end up after all. This
sounds like it solves all the problems, but in fact it
can slow down the quick changes from upright to
straightening to upright so much that extra heats
will be necessary. It is better to learn the proper hand
grip method.
Step One:
If you are starting with a bar with an uneven end, you
must square it first. To do this you will upset the
very tip of the bar. Since only a small area is to be

worked, you can usually do this easily in one heat.
Hold the bar so that the hot end projects beyond the
far edge of the anvil an inch or two and strike the
end of the bar. You will be hammering almost directly
towards yourself and bracing the cold end of the bar
against your thigh. Remember to keep straightening as
necessary until the end of the bar is square to its long
axis and the original dimension (in this case, 1/2"
square). Check with your square if necessary.
Note: it is possible to start with a bar that has been
cut hot on the hardie, but only if it has been cut
evenly from all sides; leaving the resulting burr
centered on the cut end. After the first one
or two upsetting blows the burr will be gone. An
uneven cut will leave an off-center burr and this will
guarantee bending.

Bar and hammer in position.

Now for the real work. Take a near welding heat on the
end of the bar. It is important to heat only 1 –2
inches. Even with the best of intentions, the heat is
sometimes too long. In this case, quickly quench all but
the area to be upset. The fastest method is to submerge
the long end of the bar (along with your arm) in
the slack tub. This works well with a short bar such as
the one in this lesson. If you move the bar around in
the water it will cool even faster than holding it
still. Remember, wasting time at the tub means the bar
will be much cooler by the time you are ready
to strike. Best results come from heating the bar
correctly so you can go directly to the anvil.

Target:
If you have taken a good heat, you should be at the
anvil and ready to strike within 1 or 2 seconds. If
quenching is necessary, try to take no more than 3 or 4
seconds from fire to striking the first blow (beginning
of step 2).

Step Two:
Hold the bar upright on the anvil and strike the upper
end two or three quick, hard blows.

12 HAMMER’S BLOW

CONTROLLED HAND FORGING

CLINKER BREAKER, OCTOBER  2013
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Look frequently at the hot end as you are working. As soon
as you see the bar bending, stop upsetting and straighten,
using as few blows as possible. Overzealous straightening can
lead to drawing out the bar… negating your progress. You do
not need to get the bar perfectly straight, but close.
As soon as possible, return the bar to upright and strike
two or three more upsetting blows. Continue in this manner
until you have slightly exceeded the target dimension,
taking additional heats if the bar cools below a medium
orange.
Note: While checking for straightness, remember also to
keep watching the end. If you see the end of the bar going
out of square, you must stop upsetting and correct as
illustrated in step 1.
What can be done to minimize the time used in
straightening?  Many smiths will rotate the bar 1/4 or 1/2
turn between blows to keep minor mistakes from compounding.
Occasionally, a correction can be done without much
interruption. If the bar end goes out of square and causes
a bend, bending the bar in the opposite direction will
address both corrections (straightening the bar, and
squaring the end) at once. Remember, reducing the
interruptions to actual upsetting means fewer heats
to accomplish the goal. Every second saved counts.

Step Three:
Smooth and straighten the upset area, being careful to
draw the bar just to size. A lower heat (dark orange
to bright red) is best for this step.
Check the bar dimensions to confirm it is square in
cross section, straight, and proper size (5/8").
Correct as necessary (see lessons on drawing,
straightening, bending)
Target:
With practice this exercise may be accomplished in one
heat, though a beginner may take two or three at
first. The finished upset section should be within
1/32" of the intended 5/8 thickness and the bar
should be straight and square.

Holding the bar on the anvil top

Correcting an end that is out-of-square

This article first appeared in the Winter 2004
Hammer’s Blow, a quarterly publication of
ABANA.  For more information go to
www.abana.org

Lesson Eight: Splitting
Will appear in next month’s Clinker
Breaker

Please send you letters, comments, companion arti-
cles and pictures to editor@blacksmithing.org

Trez Cole strikes for Brian Brazeal.
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